The tour will start from Muscat and you will get the opportunity to explore and experience the city of Muscat at night. You will explore night shopping areas of Qurm and Dhalam Souk in Muttrah.

Muscat has played an important part in the history of Oman and the city has witnessed unprecedented development in the last 30 years. This tour will offer visitor opportunity to the city of Muscat at its best. First stop is The Al Arai and Sabco Centres which are located in the commercial district of Qurm and have multiple retail outlets and a traditional souk. The souk has numerous shops that sell silver jewellery, handicrafts and clothes range of silk rugs, wall hangings, table linen and cushion covers, fabulous gifts for your friends or your own home. The newly opened flag ship store of Amouage perfume is a must for all visitors so you can sample “The most Valuable perfume in the world”. You will then be taken to Bait Al Baranda museum and Al Dhalam Souk, Oman’s largest indoor market. At the Souk, built in traditional style, you will find exquisite silver jewellery, frankincense, intricately hand-made Khanjars (daggers) and other handicrafts. Your guide will also show you the local Omani sweet Halwa from one of the shops within.

The tour continues east along the Corniche to Muttrah (Old Muscat). Nearby is the magnificent Al Alam Palace, official palace of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos flanked by the 16th century Portuguese forts Mirani & Jalali, rebuilt by the Portuguese around 1558.

Finally, we drive back along the Corniche taking time to stop for photo opportunities along the way as this area is particularly stunning by night. Its old merchant houses are lit by multi coloured lights, there are coloured fountains all set against the back drop of the port.

EXCLUSIONS: flight tickets, visa charges, meals (apart from Breakfast) and other expenses on personal nature.